INTRODUCTION
MRDS-DTR is a database management system for mineral deposits that utilizes VAX DATATRIEVE 1 and data obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey Mineral Resource Data System (MRDS; formerly known as the Computerized Resource Information Bank (CRIB)). MRDS is administered by the Branch of Resource Analysis of the Office of Mineral Resources, Geologic Division, USGS, Reston, Virginia, and Menlo Park, California. Although MRDS includes mineral occurrence and deposit data for the entire world, more than 90 percent of the information is for the United States. The MRDS-DTR system was written with VAX DATATRIEVE version 3.4 and VAX CDD 1 (Common Data Dictionary) version 3.3. A FORTRAN program and the Convert utility of VAX RMS 1 (Record Management Services), version 4.5, facilitate conversion of the computer file into an indexed DATATRIEVE file.
MRDS-DTR was originally written for the Delta, Utah, CUSMAP (Conterminous United States Mineral Assessment Program) project. We wanted to retrieve data from MRDS for specific regions within the study area and print data listings and plot map overlays of mineral occurrences so that project members could check the occurrences in the field. The system can be easily adapted to accommodate other users of MRDS data subsets.
Two types of files were retrieved from MRDS for the entire Delta 2 quadrangle a hard copy version and a computer tape version. The printed copy of the Delta data set includes all fields into which information has been entered. The data file on computer tape is in tabular format; this version was loaded on to the VAX and converted into a DATATRIEVE file.
DATATRIEVE procedures written to retrieve information from the MRDS-DTR database also output data files formatted to suit the needs of Delta CUSMAP. These files include an index to the printed copy of the entire data set, a listing of data for records requested by a retrieval from the data set, and files formatted for use in plotting locations of mineral occurrences.
GETTING STARTED WITH MRDS-DTR MRDS-DTR Data File
Obtain an initial data file for MRDS-DTR by requesting a retrieval from the MRDS project at the USGS in Reston, Virginia, or Menlo Park, California. The MRDS output should be in two formats a file on computer tape, for use in the database system, and a hard copy version of the entire retrieval, to be used for reference. Ask for a standard ASCII nonlabel tape with the correct density (bpi, or bits per inch) for the VAX onto which the tape will be loaded, To be used in MRDS-DTR, the data file on computer tape must be a tabular file arranged in the MRDS project standard tape format, which has two logical records per physical record and 2000 characters per logical record. This format was designed by MRDS project personnel. The original MRDS data set comprises over 200 possible information fields; however, the standard tape format includes only the 96 most important and most commonly requested MRDS fields. Because some of the information fields have a variable length or a very long fixed length, they are truncated in order to fit the data into this tabular standard tape format. DATATRIEVE, CDD, and RMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.
The printed copy of the data subset contains all information in MRDS for the requested records, including complete information for fields that have been truncated in the computer tape version. Only those data fields that contain information are listed, and they are printed in their entirety. Format of the hard copy file therefore varies, depending on the information available for each occurrence. Records are in the same order as records in the data file on the computer tape.
MRDS-DTR Dictionary Objects
To set up the database, copy two DATATRIEVE domain definitions (ORIGINAL_ MRDS and MRDS) and two DATATRIEVE record definitions (ORIGINAL_MRDS_RECORD and MRDS_RECORD) into the common data dictionary (see Appendices A through C). Modify domain definitions to specify the correct complete path names to the dictionary in which the record definitions will reside and to the VMS directory in which the data files will be located (see Appendix A). For information on each field of the record definition, refer to the MRDS Instructions for Reporters manual, available from the MRDS project.
The initial domain and record definitions must fit the format of the original computer data file when it is converted to an indexed DATATRIEVE file (see Procedure for Creating a DATATRIEVE File below). ORIGINAL_MRDS (Appendix A) and ORIGINAL_MRDS_RECORD (Appendix B) satisfy this requirement.
Use the domain definition MRDS (Appendix A) and record definition MRDS_ RECORD (Appendix C) to restructure the database file (see Procedure for Creating a DATATRIEVE File). In MRDS_RECORD, the field QUAD is computed by selecting the correct 7.5' quadrangle name based on latitude and longitude coordinates. The code for making this choice shown in Appendix C is specific for the Delta, Utah, 2° sheet and must be modified to suit each application of the database.
Four relational tables (Appendix D) are also required in the common data dictionary. The tables use one-digit codes in the MRDS data to define line code (LINE_CODE__TBL), raster size (RASTER_SIZE_TBL), and symbol number (SYMBOL_ TBL) in plot files and exploration status (EXPLORATION_STATUS_TBL) in data listings.
PROCEDURE FOR CREATING A DATATRIEVE FILE
After domain and record definitions have been installed in the common data dictionary, reformat the original tape data file retrieved from MRDS into single-line records, convert it to an indexed file, and restructure the file: 1) Load the computer data file retrieved from MRDS onto the VAX. Run Program BUILDMRDS (Appendix E) to reformat the data into physical records of 4004 characters each. BUILDMRDS generates a retrieval number that is added to the data file when it rewritten. The output file will be called MRDS.DTR. 2) Use the editor to create a file definition language (FDL) file, MRDS.FDL (Appendix F). If you prefer, the FDL file can be created using the RMS Edit/FDL utility, which will ensure the correct format and syntax. To use this utility, type "edit/fdl MRDS.FDL 11 at the system level ($ prompt). Select "invoke" from the FDL editor VMS is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation, utility's main menu, and choose "indexed" from the script title selection. In response to prompts, specify "0" for number of records initially loaded, "1" for records to be added, "fixed" for record format, "4004" for record size, "10" for key 0 length, and " Unneeded items, such as logical record identifiers and hyphens in latitudelongitude data, are eliminated from the data. Computed fields for decimal latitude and longitude and for 7.5' quad designation are added in the new record definition. Most importantly, during the restructuring process zeros are stored where the original data file contains blanks in the numeric fields LATMI N, LATSEC, LONMIN, LONSEC, UTM_NORTHING, and UTM_EASTING. If the data file is not restructured, retrieval time is noticeably slowed by error messages that appear every time a record is found with blanks instead of zeros in numeric fields.
After restructuring you will have five VMS files: the original MRDS data file, MRDS.DTR, MRDS.FDL, ORIGINAL_MRDS.DAT, and MRDS.DAT.
DATA RETRIEVAL
Data can be retrieved from MRDS-DTR in many ways. You can interactively ready the data file, retrieve records using any desired selection criteria, and print all or part of the data in any required format. In addition, several DATATRIEVE procedures written to retrieve and format data for the Delta project can be adapted for use with other MRDS data subsets. To do so, copy the procedures into the common data dictionary, inserting the correct path names to access the domain definition MRDS and all relational tables (see Appendices G through J).
LIST_RECORD_NUMBERS
Procedure LIST_RECORD_NUMBERS (Appendix G) creates an indexed list of retrieval number vs. CRIB/MRDS record number for all records in MRDS-DTR. The retrieval number is the order in which the records were retrieved from the national MRDS database and are listed in the printed copy of the data subset. Use this list to find complete data in the hard copy for mineral occurrences retrieved from MRDS-DTR that may have truncated information.
LISTMRDS
Procedure LISTMRDS (Appendix H) retrieves data from MRDS-DTR using latitude and longitude as area boundaries. LISTMRDS then outputs four data files from the retrieved records with the filename extensions .ASC, .RU, .LATLON, and .LIST. The .ASC file contains latitude and longitude coordinates for mineral occurrence data points; the .RU files contains the labelling information for each occurrence. Mineral occurrence data points can be plotted on map overlays using the .RU and .ASC files (see PLOTTING MRDS-DTR DATA section below). The .LATLON file lists record number and latitudelongitude coordinates in degree-minute-second format; sort this file and use it to spot data locations with duplicate entries. The .LIST file is a printout of all information in the database for each occurrence located within the specified area.
LISTING
Use Procedure LISTING (Appendix I) to retrieve records from MRDS-DTR by any database field. At the DTR> prompt enter "READY MRDS", specify the records needed by using the FIND command, and then "EXECUTE LISTING". The procedure creates a .LIST file in the same format as the one output by LISTMRDS.
GSMAP_FILES
Procedure GSMAP_FILES (Appendix J) retrieves data from MRDS-DTR by area and creates .RU and .ASC files for GSMAP as described for Procedure LISTMRDS.
PLOTTING MRDS-DTR DATA
MRDS-DTR data locations may be plotted using GSMAP, the U.S. Geological Survey's IBM PC program for publication drafting of geologic maps (Seiner and Taylor, 1987) . Create the initial files for GSMAP, the .RU and .ASC files, by running Procedure LISTMRDS or GSMAP_FILES. Transfer these files from the VAX to a PC and use Program ASCGSM.BAS, written by Gary Seiner (Seiner and Taylor, 1987) , to convert the .ASC file into .LSF and .NDX data files for GSMAP. The key to plots from MRDS-DTR data is shown in Figure 1 . The two domain definitions listed below must be installed in the common data dictionary to set up MRDS-DTR. Pathnames to record definitions and data files in the definitions shown here are for the system set up for Delta CUSMAP. Modify the pathnames to reflect the correct DATATRIEVE dictionary and VMS file in which the record definitions and data files will be located.
For example, the complete pathname to the record definition is "CDD$TOP.DTR$USERS.dictionary.record-definition", where "dictionary" is the name of the DATATRIEVE dictionary (or list of dictionary and subdictionary names, separated by periods) in which the record definition is located, and "record-definition" is ORIGINAL_MRDS_RECORD or MRDS_RECORD. In the domain definitions shown here, the "dictionary" is user dictionary name "SYSCNG", subdictionary name "DELTA", and sub-subdictionary name "MRDS".
The complete file specification is "device:
[directory]filename", where "device" is the name of the disk and "directory" is the name of the directory (or list of directory and subdirectory names) in which the file, ORIGINAL_ MRDS.DAT or MRDS.DAT, is located. In the domain definitions below "SYS$USER" is the disk name, and "SYSCNG.DELTA.MRDS" are the names of directory and subdirectories where the data files are located. PIC X(10) QUERY_NAME IS BIO. PIC X(5) QUERY_NAME IS Gl. PIC X(20) QUERY_NAME IS G2. PIC X(50) QUERY_NAME IS A10. PIC X(70) QUERY_NAME IS All. PIC X(30) QUERY_NAME IS A30. PIC X(25) QUERY_NAME IS A60. PIC X(2) QUERY_NAME IS A50. PIC X(2) QUERY_NAME IS A40. PIC X(6) QUERY_NAME IS A100. PIC X(15) QUERY_NAME IS A90. PIC 9(2). PIC X(l). PIC 9(2). PIC X(l). PIC 9(2). PIC X(l). PIC 9(3). PIC X(l). PIC 9(2). PIC X(l). PIC 9(2). PIC X(l). PIC 9(7) QUERY_NAME IS A120. PIC 9(6) QUERY_NAME IS A130. PIC X(3) QUERY_NAME IS A110. PIC X(20) QUERY_NAME IS A77. PIC X(20) QUERY_NAME IS A78. PIC X(10) QUERY NAME IS A79. ). PIC 9(2). PIC 9(2). PIC 9(3). PIC 9(2). PIC 9(2). COMPUTED BY LATDEG + LATMIN/60 + LATSEC/3600 QUERY_NAME IS LAT EDIT STRING IS 99.99 999. COMPUTED BY LONDEG + LONMIN/60 + LONSEC/3600 QUERY_NAME IS LON EDIT_STRING IS 999.999999. UTM_NORTHING PIC 9(7) QUERY_NAME IS A120. UTM_EASTING PIC 9(6) QUERY_NAME IS A130. UTM_ZONE PIC X(3) QUERY_NAME IS Al10. TOWNSHIPS PIC X(20) QUERY_NAME IS A77. RANGES PIC X(20) QUERY_NAME IS A78. SECTIONS PIC X(10) QUERY_NAME IS A79. NEAR_LOC PIC X(75) QUERY_NAME IS A82. LOCATION_COMMENTS PIC X(75) QUERY_NAME IS A83. COMMODITIES PIC X(50) QUERY_NAME IS CIO. ORE_MINERALS PIC X(50) QUERY_NAME IS C30. ANALYTIC_COMMENTS PIC X(64) QUERY_NAME IS C43. MAJOR_PRODUCTS PIC X(25) QUERY_NAME IS MAJOR. MAIN_COMMODITIES PIC X(25) QUERY_NAME IS Gil. YES_PRODUCTION PIC X(3) QUERY_NAME IS YES. EXPLORATION_STATUS PIC X(2) QUERY_NAME IS A20. OWNER PIC X(50) QUERY_NAME IS A12. DEPOSIT_TYPE PIC X(30) QUERY_NAME IS C40. DEPOSITJFORM PIC X(20) QUERY_NAME IS M10. DEPOSIT_SIZE PIC X(7) QUERY NAME IS Ml 5. Modify the READY command in Procedure LIST_RECORD_NUMBERS, below, to include the complete pathname to the DATATRIEVE domain MRDS. The complete pathname is "CDD$TOP.DTR$USERS.dictionary.MRDS", where "dictionary" is the name of the DATATRIEVE dictionary (or list of dictionary and subdictionary names, separated by periods) in which the domain is located. In the example here, the "dictionary" is user-dictionary name "SYSCNG", subdictionary name "DELTA", and sub-subdictionary name "MRDS". Modify the READY command in Procedure LISTMRDS, below, to include the complete pathname to the DATATRIEVE domain MRDS. Also modify pathnames to relational tables. The complete pathname to these DATATRIEVE dictionary objects is "CDD$TOP.DTR$USERS.dictionary.object", where "dictionary" is the name of the DATATRIEVE dictionary (or list of dictionary and subdictionary names, separated by periods) in which the domain is located, and "object" is the name of the domain or table. In the example here, the "dictionary" is user-dictionary name "SYSCNG", subdictionary name "DELTA", and sub-subdictionary name "MRDS"; "object" is MRDS, LINE__CODE_TBL, SYMBOLJTBL, RASTER_SIZE_TBL, or EXPLORATION_STATUS_TBL. 'This program will print out everything in the MRDS data that is in', 'DATATRIEVE for the lat-lon bounds you set. (Note that some of the', 'fields are truncated complete info is in printouts received with', 'original MRDS retrieval.)', SKIP AREA = *.'name of retrieval district/area (20 characters max)' PRINT SKIP 2, 'This program will also create files from MRDS data for plotting with GSMAP', SKIP 2, 'NAME YOUR GSMAP DATABASE (use exactly 16 characters fill with blank spaces): NAME = *.'name of GSMAP database' PRINT SKIP, 'TO RETRIEVE DATA FROM MRDS FOR A SPECIFIC AREA, YOU MUST ENTER',SKIP, 'LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES WHICH BOUND THE AREA ', SKIP, you will be prompted to enter degrees, minutes and seconds for', SKIP, minimum and maximum latitude and for minimum and maximum longitude. Modify Procedure LISTING, below, to include the complete pathname to the relational table EXPLORATION_STATUS_TBL. The complete pathname is "CDD$TOP.DTR$USERS.dictionary.EXPLORAT10N_STATUS_TBL", where "dictionary" is the name of the DATATRIEVE dictionary (or list of dictionary and subdictionary names, separated by periods) in which the domain is located. In the example here, the "dictionary" is user-dictionary name "SYSCNG", subdictionary name "DELTA", and sub-subdictionary name "MRDS". ', COL 41, Ŝ KIP, COL 8,
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